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Change your morning routine 

Take a shower, go for a walk, meditate or eat breakfast. 

Technology can make our lives easier, enabling us to work more flexibly and efficiently.  

It can also increase the risk of us being constantly ‘switched on’, making us tired, less motivated and have a 

negative impact on our wellbeing and performance.  
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Change your morning routine 

Don’t check your phone for 30 minutes after you wake up. Take a shower, go for a walk, meditate or eat 

breakfast. 

It will help you be more present, connect with how you are feeling and prioritise your day ahead. 

Is it necessary interruption? 

Make realistic decisions about notifications you really need on your devices. 

Think twice before clicking ‘allow notifications’ on apps you download. 
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Teams? Skype? Outlook? Work Phone? Personal phone? 

Too much information can overwhelm and distract you. 

Decide what you need open and set expectations with others about your availability to communicate with them. 
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Follow the 20/20/20 rule 

After 20 minutes of screen time, look out of the window at a distance of 20 feet for 20 seconds. Repeat as 

required. 

Taking a break reduces our risk of headaches, eye strain, dry eyes and tiredness and increases our productivity. 
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Schedule regular breaks 

Avoid grabbing your phone each time you have a free moment. 

Take a break outside away from technology to get some air and natural light. 
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6 
Switch off when you stop work 

Physically turn your laptop/phone off at the end of your working day and put them out of sight. 

When doing focussed work, move to a quiet space away from technology to avoid distractions. 

7 
No tech before bed 

Artificial light emitted by devices can disturb our internal body clock, so try to avoid using technology for an 

hour before you go to bed. 

Switch your phone to silent or flight mode when sleeping or leave it in another room. 

8 Monitor your screen time 

Make use of technology to check your weekly usage and use the data to set limits to reduce your screen time. 


